Noninvasive index of cardiac contractility during stress testing: a collaborative study.
The present study was conducted in parallel in three different institutions with a similar purpose but using different technical setups. Based on the experimental demonstration that the external phonocardiogram is similar to the rate of acceleration (d3P/d3t) of the left ventricular pressure, and that catecholamines in a similar way increase the early positive wave of the left ventricular pressure and the first heart sound (S1) of the external phonocardiogram; knowing that exercise causes secretion of catecholamines and sympathetic reflexes, we have studied the S1 changes as a result of exertion in 34 normal young subjects. Blood pressure, heart rate, electrocardiograph, and phonocardiograph recordings of each subject were taken. In 10 subjects, cardiac output was also recorded by impedance cardiography. The result of the study was that the first heart sound increased routinely 4-5 times the normal amplitude; in a few subjects the increase was up to 15 times greater. While the extent of increase of S1 was proportional to the severity and duration of the effort and was usually proportional to the increase of other parameters, exceptions were noted as having marked increase of S1 with moderate increase of either blood pressure or heart rate. This was explained by the different receptors activated by the catecholamines and by the complexity of hormonal and neural influences acting on various organs in a stress test. The amplitude of S1 was found to be a reasonably reliable index for following changes of cardiac contractility during exercise, and the suggestion was made that this parameter should be studied in parallel with the others in routine stress tests.